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Our story is ‘Made of Seattle’, a city like no other. This is a place where creative minds 
and innovators rub shoulders within a landscape of adventure; a place, where being 
‘a little different’ is the everyday norm. 

With a love for design and an understanding of modern parenting, we strive to create 
amazing products, so that you and your little ones can celebrate the joy in every 
journey.  
 
We’re so very proud to have been the choice of millions of parents from all four corners 
of the big blue green ball, we all call home. Some are fans and followers, some are 
supporters, tweeters, social media magicians, miracle moms and devoted dads, we 
love you all. 

Without your passion, pictures, words and stories, we would never hear your voice. So, 
tell us about your patch of grass, join in the hustle and bustle and share your journey at…

www.diono.com

Who would have thought...

As we enter our 20th year we would 
remain driven by the same sense of 
adventure as when we first stepped 
out into the world and started a 
business dedicated to family travel. 

Well the world has changed a 
lot, but we’re proud to say that 
we haven’t. Sure we’ve grown up, 
but we’re still as passionate about 
what we do today as we were 
back then.
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What’s the
Diono
Difference?
 We took a trip to Diono HQ in Seattle, Washington State 

and caught up with Global CEO, Tim Maule to get Tim’s 
perspective on what is it that makes Diono so special.

Q: Diono are best known for their car 
 seat safety. What is the secret behind 
 this incredible track record?
 
A: At Diono safety has always come first and it all 
 began with the famous steel core that is at the 
 very heart of our story. Our engineers invented 
 the concept of a high strength core that, if
 fabricated correctly, and in the right materials, 
 would act as a solid roll cage to protect children. 
 As a parent myself, this clever thinking and highly  
 engineered approach to safety fascinated me 
 and now, decades later, we’re so proud that this  
 concept has gone on to protect millions of children’s 
 lives. We’ve grown and changed since back then  
 but the steel core remains, and in a way it has   
 determined our guiding principles ever since.   
 We’ve made a real difference to people and 
 to their families. 
 
Q: You refer to “The Diono Difference”. 
 What does that mean?
 
A: It’s a way of doing things and it’s a way of thinking. 
 It’s about developing original ideas and then building  
 them without compromise. We’re inventors and we’re  
 engineers and we are all parents, so we combine all 
 of this knowledge, expertise and life experience  
 into what we call “The Diono Difference.”Whole ranges  
 of innovations in the juvenile industry originated right  
 here at Diono. We made the first ever adjustable  
 booster seat that accommodated fast-growing kids 
 and kept them safer for longer. We developed a  
 compact stroller that was the first to fold so small 
 that it could travel on board aircraft, and we even 
 developed folding car seats that mean you can take  
 your child safety with you wherever you go. It’s about  
 those clever little ideas that just make life easier.

Q: Diono are famously “madeofseattle”. 
 How does the Pacific North West shape 
 Diono’s thinking and your way of doing things?
 
A:  Seattle is a city with a pioneering attitude and 
 a spirit of adventure. This is probably connected 
 to the  amount of young people that choose to 
  live here; it has a progressive vibe that is just  
 infectious. In the city you will find some of the 
 world’s most famous companies and a heritage 
 of aeronautical engineering. Outside the city we  
 are surrounded by the water, the mountains and 
 the evergreen forest. It’s these contrasts that makes 
 it a unique place to be, and the spirit of Diono is  
 influenced by all of this..
 
Q: So what is it that parents are looking 
 for in their juvenile products. 
 What are you asked for most frequently?
 
A: There is no simple answer to that, millennial parents  
 want it all! They don’t want to choose between form 
 and function, they expect both. They are looking  
 for products with no compromise, products that fit  
 with their lifestyles and marry excellent performance  
 with contemporary design aesthetics. For example,  
 our new Flexa was developed because urban parents  
 told us they wanted a grea- looking stroller that is there  
 when they need it, then folds neatly away in the hall  
 closet when they don’t. Flexa’s fabrics are inspired by  
 trends in fashion and interiors, but they are also made  
 from technical materials that are designed to look 
 and perform like athletics clothing.  It’s a great   
 example of a product that combines superb 
 looks with performance. 



Strollers
 Inspiration comes from everywhere 
and wherever we travel, both near 
and far. Our travel experiences help 
us to understand, innovate, and 
investigate trends and test with families, 
and little ones all over the world.

16 traverze

24 flexa

32 quantum 2

10
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Introducing 
our all-star 
line up...

When you are ready to get out there 
and explore the world together, you’ll 
find your next family vehicle right here 
at Diono. We have designed this range 
of strollers with contemporary parenting 
in mind and developed them to fit with 
your lifestyle. Whether you’re a frequent 
flyer or an urban explorer, we’ve got 
your perfect match.

Strollers

traverze 

flexa 

quantum 2 
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Think a 
little 
differently...
 

Strollers

Nigel Plested is the Chief
Brand and Product Officer 
at Diono. Father of three 
and a man that naturally 
takes the path less 
trodden, we asked Nigel 
what it takes to think 
a little differently... 

Q: Diono are well known 
 (and much loved) for their 
 car seats, but what inspired 
 the move into strollers?
 
A:  With a history of developing original 
 concepts, it was only natural that 
 we would bring our attention and   
 experience to the world of strollers.  
 I had the idea that we could create 
  a range of strollers that would   
 be perfectly matched to    
 contemporary parenting. My idea 
 was that we should take today’s   
 lifestyles as the starting point, and 
 apply clever thinking to develop   
 products around how people 
 actually live today. Then build 
 on this with great aesthetics and   
 fashionable fabrics to create a 
 truly fantastic range of products. 

 Q: You’ve coined the phrase,   
 “designed with purpose”. 
 What does that mean to 
 you as a product designer?
 
A: I have always held the belief that 
 truly strong product design creates 
  products that are not just beautiful,  
 but products that are useful too. 
 For me, “designed with purpose” 
 is about taking a creative approach 
  and crafting products that are 
  practical and relevant. Products 
 that work intuitively, without you 
 even noticing. Sometimes, it’s 
 the little things that make a big 
 difference and I apply this 
 principle to product design. 
 
Q: You’re father to three boys. 
 Any advice for the new parents 
 and parents-to-be reading this?
 
A: Parenting is the most exciting and 
 the most rewarding journey you 
  will ever embark on. Remember it’s 
 the journey that matters, not the 
 destination. These products have 
  been inspired by, and tested by, 
 my own family. May this range of   
 strollers bring you as much fun 
 as they brought to us.



       

traverze
The original luggage-style, super-compact 
stroller designed to make traveling easier 
for families on the move.
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Why change the 
way you travel just 

because you’ve 
become a parent? 

traverze 
Why travel when you 
can traverze? 

We believe you should live life to the fullest, 
with your new addition in tow. Traverze allows 
you to do just that with its super compact 
instant fold and telescopic pull-along 
handle, enabling you to navigate the 
airport with much more ease and style. 
 
With an easy to use protective cover, 
the Traverze is good to go...anywhere. 
It even fits in most overhead 
cabins* and compact cars. 

We know what it means to travel through 
busy airports, big train stations, on a mini 
break or long haul, and we all love to explore. 
So in an ever smaller world, we’ve created 
some big ideas to help you and your little 
one arrive happy.

#TravelTraverze
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Here’s the stats:
 
Suitable from birth to  15 kg 

Open 
Height  103 cm  
Width 41.5 cm 
Depth  76.5 cm 
 
Folded 
Height  60 cm 
Width  50.8 cm 
Depth  23.5 cm 
 
Net weight only  5.6 kg 

What’s in the box?
Complete with water resistant Travel 
Carry Bag and tailored raincover.
(Raincover not included with Pink, Teal and Black)

#GotItBagged

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

Snooze on the move
Designed with no compromise in 
size or comfort. Includes a premium, 
integral seat pad with reclining 
backrest, allowing a near flat 
position for ultimate comfort. 
 
Glide through the world
With a telescopic pull-along 
handle attached to the stroller 
– just like your luggage!

Whatever the weather
Complete with water resistant travel 
carry bag and tailored raincover.

One hand free for baby
One-hand fold, super compact 
and free-standing when folded 
with secure auto-lock.

Smooth moves
Smooth rolling, never flat wheels, 
with shock absorbers and all 
wheel suspension. Turns on a 
dime, with swivel wheels and 
agile one hand steering.

Flip-flop friendly brake
One-touch brake for  
whatever you are 
wearing on your travels.

For sunny days
Full size sun canopy with 
integrated air vent. 
 
Go small or large
Easy access and instantly 
extending generous 
shopping basket.

Light up your life
Super lightweight - 5.6 kg.

Pack light,
our super compact 

fold means you can 
take on board 

and store in the 
overhead cabin*
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Black Cube
Gray Anthracite Chassis

Yellow Sulphur Linear
Gray Nickel Chassis

Teal
Black Chassis

#JoyOfTheJourney

Colors that speak 
all languages...

Gray Linear
Silver Chassis

Pink
Black Chassis

Black
Black Chassis

You may
also need?
Traverze Comfort Cushion 
Helps to cushion all the lumps and 
bumps in the road, while creating 
a comfortable recline position for 
your little one.



       

flexa
Looking for a stroller that is there when 
you need it but stores neatly away 
when you don’t? At only 8 kg, flexa 
is perfect for big city living.
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#ThinkSmallLiveBig 

Infant Carrier 
Travel system ready
adaptors included

Lie-Flat
Suitable from birth
with new born pod

(Pod sold separately) 

We haven’t 
compromised 
sturdy and secure 
performance to
achieve a storage 
friendly footprint

flexa
Flex in the city 

Flexa was born from the need for practical 
performance married with a compact 
storage solution. The result? A stroller with 
a clever, vertical fold and a minimal storage 
footprint - perfect for your hallway closet. 
Plus, it stands on its own two feet to be 
free-standing when stored.  

Many strollers offer great style but no substance, 
all beauty but no practicality; at Diono we don’t 
believe in compromises. Just because we make a 
stroller that is compact, we still insist on high quality 
and durability. Get ready to take on the city with 
an all wheel suspension and double back wheels 
for great performance on the move. 

When it’s time to take a break, café friendly 
adjustable handles can be minimized to 
allow you to use your stroller at the table 
and fit in the tightest of spaces.

Suitable from birth up to 15 kg (or around 3 years 
old), Flexa has been lovingly engineered for child 
comfort with a full lie-flat seat position and roomy 
dimensions providing plenty of space to grow. 
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World Facing
Great for growing

babies and toddlers 
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#CorridorClever

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

Closet common sense
The simple, vertical fold 
minimizes Flexa’s footprint 
for upright, compact storage. 
The clever supporting feet 
make this stroller free-standing 
when folded, so you can 
wave goodbye to wheel 
scuffed walls. 
 
City ready
At only 8 kg, Flexa is perfect 
for big city living. The all wheel 
suspension and double back 
wheels make it easy to 
navigate downtown streets, 
and the puncture-proof tires 
are guaranteed to keep you 
on the move. 

No compromise
The compact design 
does not mean we have 
compromised on performance. 
This stroller has all the durable 
performance and build quality 
of a full-sized stroller. Suitable 
from birth to 15 kg (or around 
three years old) Flexa is big
when you need it to be and 
small when you don’t. 
 
Telescopic handles
We’ve thought of parents too, 
with telescopic handles that 
are café friendly and perfect 
for both the tall and small 
people that push. 

Considered comfort
Every special feature has been 
carefully considered. From the 
roomy seat with tall back rest, the 
paparazzi-proof hood, the padded 
bumper bar, the folding footplate, 
and the integrated calf support - 
all lovingly designed to ensure 
your child’s comfort.  
 
Bags of storage
We’ve even thought of those 
family shopping trips with quick 
access side basket for plenty of  
storage on the go.

Café friendly 
adjustable handles 
& one hand fold in 
seconds - perfect 

for city living  

29  Join the conversation on social media @diono

Here’s the stats:
 
Suitable from birth to  15 kg 
 
Open 
Height  105 cm 
Width 52.5 cm 
Depth  66.5 cm 
 
Folded 
Height  112 cm 
Width  37 cm
Depth 34.5 cm
 
Net weight Only  8.3 kg

What’s in the box?
Complete with tailored raincover
and car seat adaptors. 



#MadeOfSeattle

excurze
Welcome to the Diono Excurze, 
the streamlined city-sized stroller 
ready to explore your urban jungle.

READY
FOR THE
URBAN 
JUNGLE

COMING SOON - SUMMER ‘19

Black Midnight
Silver Satin Chassis

Yellow Sulphur 
Silver Satin Chassis

#JoyOfTheJourney

Colors that speak 
all languages...

Blue Turquoise
Silver Satin Chassis

Take a look at our must 
have stroller accessories 
to complement Flexa 
including the Diono 
all weather footmuff, 
seat liner and newborn 
pod. See page page 126



       

quantum 2
A luxury multi-mode stroller. 
We’ve combined uber practicality 
with first class comfort, progressive 
lines and extraordinary finishes.
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quantum 2
Arrive in luxury and first class comfort

We have lovingly engineered an easy folding 
experience, a clever “one-step” brake, and 
a versatile stroller, which is suitable from birth. 
We’ve made life simple with an easy to switch 
seat, which elevates your child so they sit above 
the hustle and bustle of busy urban streets. 
 
A wonderful 3 tier canopy with a full ventilation 
panel, provides a complete view of your child while 
allowing air flow and natural light into the canopy. 
We’ve married innovative ‘easy feel’ touch points 
with a multitude of ideas to make you smile; from 
a great ride height, adjustable multi-position 
extendable handle, alongside a generous, luggage- 
friendly detachable basket. We’ve designed the 
Quantum 2 to be both resilient and robust, day in 
and day out, whatever the weather and for 
wherever life takes you. We’ve thought of everything, 
so that you don’t have to... Quantum 2 is created 
in a technical performance fabric, leatherette handles 
and detailing, with discrete luxury.

#MadeOfSeattle

Infant Carrier Parent-Facing World-Facing
Travel system ready
adaptors included

Recline position Toddler seat

Inspired by creative  
thinkers, our love for 

adventure, and a 
desire to mix it up...
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37

#PaparazziProof

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

The nesting principle
With a series of layered inserts, 
specially designed to keep your baby 
secure and cocooned as they grow. 
 
Easy to store 
Once folded, the Quantum 2 seat 
and frame fit neatly together to 
provide space saving design for 
storage at home or in the car. 
 
You’re in control
Our patented “you’re in control” 
fold means Quantum 2 folds at your 
pace and always stays clean. The 
power assisted unfold experience 
makes life even easier. 
 
Bags of room 
The easily accessible, removable 
and reinforced basket, includes a 
hood to conceal your valuables 
and has a side access side basket 
for plenty of  storage on-the-go. 
 
Above the hustle and bustle
With our beautiful and unique 
silhouette, the Quantum 2 elevates 
your child so they sit above the hustle 
and bustle of busy urban streets. 
 
Easy to clean 
Quick release wheels for easy 
cleaning and maintenance. 
 
We have you covered
Generous and airy 3 tier canopy 
which envelopes the seat with a 
private and  large “paparazzi 
proof” cover. 
 
Every stage
Designed with no compromise 
in size or comfort, including a 
reclining backrest allowing a 
near flat position.

One step stop
Intuitive, Mom and Dad friendly 
“one-step” brake designed for 
big boots, small shoes and flip 
flop friendly!
 
 

The original Diono 
paparazzi proof 
hood envelopes 
the seat for ultimate 
privacy on the move

  Join the conversation on social media @diono

Here’s the stats:
 
Suitable from birth to  22 kg 
 
Open 
Height 117 cm 
Width 61 cm 
Depth 77 cm 
 
Folded 
Height 33 cm 
Width 61 cm
Depth 80 cm
 
Net weight Only
Chassis 10.2 kg
Seat 3.6 kg

What’s in the box?
Complete with water resistant 
tailored raincover and car 
seat adaptors. 
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#JoyOfTheJourney

Colors that speak 
all languages...

This deep padded newborn 
pod will keep your little one safe and 

snug in a breathable cocoon.
The perfect accessory for those 

early adventures. 
To find out more about this and 

other great little ideas see:

page 124

Gray Linear
Silver Chassis

Black Cube
Gray Anthracite Chassis

Yellow Sulphur Linear
Gray Nickel Chassis

You may
also need?
 
Hop and Roll Board 
With an easy clip ‘n go system to give your 
little one a fun platform, so they can travel 
along with the stroller and see the world 
from higher up. Neatly folds into the 
Quantum 2 stroller basket for easy storage.
 
Snack and Roll Tray and Inserts
Practical and dishwasher safe snack tray 
for drinks and snacks on the go. With a 
choice of interchangeable, easy clean 
colorways. The Snack and Roll Tray simply 
clips onto your Quantum stroller.
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We’ve been out on the road and found the 8 best
stroller walks in and around the USA. If you haven’t 
already, why not take your little one on an adventure  
to one of these epic locations?  

Develop a taste 
of adventure. 
Where will you 
go today? 
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JFK - NYC

AirTrain, the fastest route between 
terminals, offers a fascinating bird’s eye 
view of one of the most colorful airports 
anywhere, with a peek at the Manhattan 
skyline. What a way to arrive into the city 
and inspire your little traveler about the 
fun ahead. 

City Museum - St Louis

Voted one of the most family friendly 
spaces in the world, the museum is a 
visual feast. There is so much to take in 
that you could spend hours here and 
still be entertained with sculptural forms 
cascading around the walk ways. 

Edible Landscape 
- Kansas City

A 12-acre space heralded 
as America’s largest edible  
landscape, Powell Gardens 
has a number of events 
through the year from Lego 
brick sculptures to magical 
butterfly moments. A day lost 
here is not a day wasted. 

High Line - New York

A perennial favorite for New Yorkers and 
visitors alike. This stunning elevated garden 
walk was originally a trolley line snaking 
around the Meatpacking District, with its 
stylish hotels and amazing boutiques. Photos 
of butterflies on flowers with the epic of 
architecture of the city in the back always 
make stunning photos to show friends on 
Diono instagram. 

Greater Seattle

Break out of the city for a 
stroll around one of the most 
colorful and photographed 
neighborhoods in Seattle. 
The street market, boutiques, 
amazing wall murals painted 
by local artists make this one 
of the most vibrant locations 
in the Pacific Northwest.

Freedom Trail - Boston

Sixteen heritage sites along a two hour 
walk is the perfect distance to wander 
the city with your little one on a perfect 
afternoon. Rich in history and storytelling 
then only a hop and roll away from some 
of the city’s famous cafés for Boston 
Beans. Did we mention Beans? 
Oh my, the BEANS!

River Walk - San Antonio

An urban waterway where 
you can walk, shop and dine 
the day away while exploring 
the heart of the city, you 
could be anywhere in the 
world with the clash of styles 
but you know it is San Antonio 
from the endless display of 
color. What a way to light up 
your little one’s day. 

Disneyland - Anaheim

This is a favorite for photo-hounds from 
all over the world as the original site 
for Walt’s vision still resonates the 50s 
feel and color palette. Not only is the 
site walkable in one day it also feels 
intimate, which always makes for better 
memories….and photo albums. It’s a 
Diono favorite.

#JoyOfTheJourney



Baby
Carrying
 We wanted to create a carrier that 
captures what it means to share the 
journey, baby and parent in unison. 
So we worked with a team of carry 
-savvy parents and a panel of 
professionals from the outdoor 
gear industry to create a new 
type of baby carrier. 

46 carus

54 carus complete

55 carus essentials
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carus
The first of its kind, Carus is lovingly 
engineered to make parents life a whole 
lot easier. Designed by Parents, Built for 
Everything and Made for Adventure.



Front carrying 
for babies

Designed 
by parents
 
Carus is a baby carrier that 
is designed from a parent’s 
perspective to make life 
simpler. A carrier made 
for all that life and baby 
can throw at it.

The only carrier you will ever need, Carus will 
take you and your child wherever you want 
to go. From newborn (3.2 kg) through to 
toddlerhood (15 kg) and everywhere 
in between. 

Designed for parent-facing, world-facing and 
back carrying in comfort. With a smart ‘pod’ 
which positions baby high up the body from 
newborn to toddler, front and back. It has a 
neat, double sized seat to support baby’s hip 
development, regardless of how big or small 
your newborn. The unique harness is super 
simple and worn like a jacket; sized once to fit, 
it distributes load around the entire body and 
down through the hips. The intuitive system 
allows you to switch the pod around with ease. 

Parent 
-facing 

World 
-facing 

Back 
carrying 

Day 
pack 



Fit once harness allows 
back carry for an older 
child when pod is fitted

Built for 
everything
 
Designed using technology inspired 
by performance clothing, built with 
the highest quality, tough materials 
and features, ready to take on 
everything.

Aluminum 
clasps 

Breathable
mesh 

Easy 
click 

We engaged a team of outdoor 
professionals, with expertise in 
fabric technology, durability and 
materials, so that Carus has seamless 
details influenced by modern 
performance clothing. 
 
Engineered to perform whatever 
the weather; weatherproof zips, 
aluminum carabiner style clasps and 
water resistant fabrics. Carus Complete 
is built with an integrated “daypack”, 
worn front or back - it’s inspired. 

Water resistant
fabric and weather
proof zips
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Clever integrated 
daypack that can 
be worn front & back

Made for
adventure
 
Is this your new off road vehicle? 
Ergonomic and effortless carrying, 
Carus Complete is thoughtfully 
designed to hold what you need 
whenever exploring the world. 

When little ones are finding their feet, 
the carrier can be folded and stored 
in the daypack so you can take it 
with you safe in the knowledge that 
it is there when little ones get tired.  
 
Practical parenting on the go.  

Carry Handle
Carry like a bag.

Waterproof Zip
To perform whatever the weather.
 
Wipes Pocket
Holds a full-sized pack of wipes.  
 
Light Internal Fabric 
So you can find things easily. 
 
8 Litre Capacity 
Enough room for mini adventures.  

Rigid and Freestanding
No falling over into the mud.

Internal Keyring Loop
Never lose your keys again. 

2 Spacious Internal Pockets
Keep your possessions safe and visible.



Gray Light

NavyNavy Gray Dark

BlackBlack Red

carus
The ultimate 3-in-1 carrying system.

Gray Light Sand Sand

Gray Dark

Red

carus complete
The ultimate 4-in-1 carrying system with a built-in daypack 

Back carry 
position

Parent-facing 
front carry

Handy 
daypack

World-facing 
front carry

Back carry 
position

Parent-facing 
front carry

World-facing 
front carry

#WearYourWay



Car seats
& boosters for 
the long haul  
  At Diono we want everyone to enjoy the parenting journey, that is 
why we consider every element when we design our products. It’s the 
attention to detail that make life just that little bit simpler. No wonder 
our car seats are loved by millions of parents around the world.  

58 Meet the family

60 The Diono Difference

74 Build your back seat

82 radian 5 (Group 0+/1/2)

88 orcas NXT fix (Group 1/2/3)

56
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Meet the
seat that
started it all...

In 2008, we started something new, 
a new type of car seat for a new 
type of parent. 
 
Today we have not only the evolution 
of the product that started it all, but we 
have spent years perfecting the Radian 
to make the perfect addition to every 
household, for every journey.

 
   

Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3

radian 5 
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       The Diono
Difference...

Since 2008 we have been 
on a journey of discovery 
and development to pioneer 
in car child safety.  
 
Since then we are proud to say 
that millions of parents around 
the globe have trusted Diono 
with their most precious cargo. 

Turn over to see
ten amazing ways
diono protects
your children.  We famously deliver unmatched protection and optimum safety to give parents 

peace of mind. When it comes to protecting your little one we know you will do 
just about anything. We’ve been there too and that’s why all of our products are 
thoughtfully engineered, designed to grow and built to last. Diono seats will be 
with you and your family mile after mile, journey after journey.

Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3
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At Diono safety has always come first. It all began with our original, full-steel 
core. Developed by Diono engineers and inspired by Seattle’s aeronautical 
industry, we developed a mechanically engineered spine that we then 
fabricated in automotive-grade steel. 
 
This high-strength core has inherent integrity and forms an unyielding structure 
to shield and protect your little one. In the event of a collision, this core will act 
as a steel roll cage. This core is the secret inside the Diono range of seats, all 
designed and built without compromise. What better way to protect your child?

 

Hand-built from 
reinforced steel...

For more information visit diono.com

Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3
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No parent wants to be involved in 
a collision, but sadly it can happen 
to even the safest of drivers. Car 
accidents are still the leading cause 
of unintentional death and injury in 
children under the age of 13.

Riding in the right car seat correctly 
reduces the chance of death or 
serious injury of a child up to 70%.  
 
The concept of using rear-facing 
seats to transport young children 
was conceived in Sweden in 1965 
and since then all Swedish children 
have been traveling rear-facing 
until they are at least four years old. 
The results have been dramatic, 
with road deaths and serious 
injuries in children under five 
virtually eliminated in Sweden. 
 
The British Medical Journal found 
that rear-facing seats are safer than 
forward-facing seats for children 
under four years old. 
 
A baby’s and toddler’s head 
are heavy and disproportionate 
in size in relation to the rest of their 
body. In a frontal collision the head 
is thrust forward, subjecting the 
neck to significant force that may 
cause serious injury. This equates to 
66 -75 lbs 300-320 kg  of weight on 
a baby’s neck.

Who’d have 
thought going 
backwards 
was the way 
forward?

At Diono we are proud of our safety heritage. Not only are our car seats tested 
and engineered to the highest standards, but they are meticulously designed 
to help parents keep their little one as safe as possible. 

Here in Seattle, we became famous for our pioneering vision of rear-facing for 
longer. Our Radian car seats are hand-built with extended rear-facing capabilities, 
allowing you to keep your little one rear-facing for as long as possible up to 25 kg 
(approx. 7 years of age). How did we arrive here? Our team of safety experts take 
you through the benefits of rear-facing…

 

Why rear-facing? 

Following years of extensive 
research from physicians and 
industry bodies we always 
recommend keeping your 
child traveling rear-facing 
for as long as possible to 
reduce the risk of injury. 

The most common collisions are frontal, so when 
a child is rear -acing the entire back of the seat 
supports the child and significantly reduces 
whiplash type forces on the neck, compared 
with forward-facing seats.  

What about forward-facing?

Although we recommend rear-facing for as 
long as possible, our Diono safety doesn’t stop 
there. As children grow at different rates, some 
may need to switch to forward-facing for 
different reasons.

All our Radian car seats include the Diono SafeStop® 
patented, energy absorbing harness that significantly 
reduces the forces affecting a child’s head, neck 
and chest in an accident and is to be used 
forward-facing up to 18 kg.

Our SafeStop® harness combined with superior 
side impact protection, energy absorbing foam 
and adjustable headrests, give added protection 
forward-facing. So Diono parents are confident 
that as their little one grows, there is the option 
to move to forward-facing safely when you feel 
the time is right.

Here’s the stats:
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Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3
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Safety from 
all angles
with side 
impact
protection...
At Diono we are 100% committed to protecting your little one day in day 
out, with safety features that have been tried, tested and then tested again.

On top of our automotive grade steel core, and extended rear-facing capability, 
every car seat we design and build includes Diono’s Side Impact Protection. 

All our seats go through rigorous testing protocol that simulate side impact 
crashes. The seats are then evaluated based on how well they contain the 
head, while reducing chest and pelvis acceleration. At Diono, we run a continuous 
testing program to constantly improve our products and their performance.

Key design features 
built into our car seats:

Why is side impact 
protection important? 

Although side impact 
collisions account for 
around a quarter of 
all crashes in the US 
(23.6 percent), they 
result in higher injury 
rates than frontal or 
rear impacts combined. 

Protecting a child’s vulnerable 
side and head is critical in side 
on collisions. Energy and motion 
from impact can’t be completely 
eliminated in the event of collision, 
however we strive to engineer 
car seats that transfer energy 
from the child to the car seat. 
How? By using a combination 
of engineering and design features.
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Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3

Steel core shell to 
protect the child’s torso. 

Reinforced side walls that 
shield the child. 
 
Lined with thick, energy 
absorbing foam to 
distribute crash forces. 
 
Adjustable head support to 
minimize side to side head 
movement during a crash. 

Deep side wings to protect 
the head and chest. 
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With the original 
3 across car 
seat, 3 is never 
a crowd...
Transport your whole family in safety and comfort. Radian 5 clever design 
has a slimline profile that allows you to install three across in most vehicles 
without compromising on the roomy internal seat dimensions.
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Our patented 
“Safe Stop 
Harness”

Another Diono Original, our patented “Safe Stop Harness” 
is included as standard in all our car seats. This five point 
harness has been carefully designed and rigorously tested 
to absorb energy in the event of an accident, and 
significantly reduces the force affecting a child’s head, 
neck and chest. 

Built 
for the 
journey

Diono seats are guaranteed to go the extra mile. Hand built 
and hand crafted down to the last detail, our seats are built 
to last and designed to perform: day after day, year after year, 
 journey after journey. 
 
Made from the most durable materials available, they will be 
with you for the long haul. We are the ONLY brand to offer seats 
that fold, so you can take Diono safely wherever you go. They’re 
even approved for use on aircraft too. 

Up to 10 
years of 
service

With some of the largest seat capacities on the market, tall seat 
backs and roomy dimensions, Diono car seats are built to grow 
and adapt with your child to provide longevity of service.
In fact, we’re so confident in our car seats, we’ve given them 
a 10 year expiration date.
 
Terms and Conditions apply.
See diono.com for details.

Passenger 
comfort 
as standard

Love and care also come built in as standard. Ergonomically 
designed with contoured shapes, and layers of luxurious cushioning, 
ensure a comfortable environment for your child even on the longest 
journeys. We even include a cup holder for those all important on 
board refreshments.

Contemporary
styled 
interiors

Diono seats combine performance with aesthetics to creat  
eats that take pride of joy in any vehicle. Seat covers are made 
from technical performance fabrics  that are washable, so they 
don’t just look great, they are practical too.

Tried and 
trusted 
by you

Don’t just take our word for it. Millions of parents have 
chosen Diono, see what they have to say here at 
diono.com or on social media.
 



Build your back 
seat with solutions 
designed to support 
your growing family... 
With numerous combinations, you can build your back 
seat to suit your family. Mix and match, have it your way. 

1 - Radian 5 - Forward-facing.  
2 - Orcas NXT fix & Everett NXT - Forward-facing. 
3 - Orcas NXT fix & Everett NXT - Forward-facing.

4 - Radian 5 - Rear-facing. 
5 - Radian 5 - Rear-facing. 
6 - Radian 5 - Rear-facing.

Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3



       

radian 5 
Say hello to our flagship product.
Chosen by over a million parents 
worldwide to protect their little ones, 
lovingly engineered with a full steel frame.
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#LovinglyEngineered

radian 5
With our famous steel core inside, the Radian 5 
protects your child at each stage as they grow. 
Designed to fit 3 across in most vehicles, it gives 
you the flexibility to bring everyone along. 

Life is complicated enough, that’s why here at Diono we carefully 
craft our products to be intuitive and as easy to use as possible while 
still providing the optimum level of safety and security for your little ones.

The Diono Radian 5 surrounds your child in protective materials giving 
you peace of mind wherever life takes you on the special journey that is 
parenthood. It is lovingly engineered using automotive grade, super 
strength steel for safety you can feel. It is created to provide superior 
comfort, whenever you’re traveling and wherever you’re headed. 
(For more details see page 62) 

The unique Radian 5 collection fits 3 across in most vehicles, so you can
transport the whole family in safety and comfort. With extended rear-facing, 
or in forward-facing position, it’s designed to meet your family’s growing 
needs, today, tomorrow and beyond. The three point belt and tether 
system makes installations easy and super secure.

 The original 
 3 across car seat 
Transport your whole family in safety and comfort. Radian 5 
clever design has a slimline profile that allows you to install three 
across in most vehicles, but without compromising on the roomy 
internal seat dimensions. 
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Here’s the stats:
 
Rear-facing   2.3 - 25 kg 
Forward-facing 9 - 25 kg 
Seated height 21 cm 
Overall maximum 
height up to  122 cm 
 
Open: 
Height 74 cm 
Width 45 cm 
Depth 39 cm 
 
Folded: 
Height 72.4 cm 
Width 45.7 cm
Depth 25.4 cm 
 
Net weight 13.51 kg

01. Rear-facing 
from birth

2.3 - 25 kg

02. Forward-facing with 
5-point harness

 19 - 25 kg

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

Worth the weight 
Engineered with the famous 
Diono full steel core for safety 
you can feel. This high-strength 
core has inherent integrity and 
forms an unyielding structure 
to shield and protect your 
little one.  
 
Extended rear-facing
With extended rear-facing from 
birth to 25 kg to keep you little 
ones in the safest travel position 
for as long as possible. (See pg 64)

Safe, stylish & snug
The Radian 5 includes the unique 
Diono nesting insert and 5-point 
harness to keep your precious cargo 
secure and safe. Following our 
nesting principle, the new infant liner 
creates the perfect fit for baby’s early 
adventures. Then as your little one 
grows simply remove, while still using 
the 5-point safety harness.

Long service
With up to 10 years of service, 
this seat is built from high quality 
materials for durability. With a 
large seat capacity for growing 
children, the Radian 5 will 
become part of the family 
 
Comfort 
Ergonomically designed with 
contoured shapes and layers 
of luxurious cushioning ensure 
a comfortable environment. 
With plenty of room for shoulders, 
hips and legs. 

Side impact protection 
Protective side walls are made 
from reinforced aluminium 
and covered in thick energy 
absorbing foam. (See pg 66) 

Universal connection 
Our three point belt and top tether 
system makes installation easy and 
super secure.

Trend led design 
With designs inspired by the 
latest fashion, great looks are 
combined with practicality.  
The stylish covers are made from 
durable, machine washable fabrics

Flat fold 
Super portable and folds flat 
for easy travel and transporting. 
A carry strap is also available. 

#LovinglyEngineered
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#JoyOfTheJourney

Colors that speak 
all languages...

Gray DarkYellow Sulphur Gray Light

RedBlack Blue

You’re in 
good 
company
Isn’t it great to know that 
Radian has already been 
the choice of millions of 
parents worldwide.Plum



   

orcas NXT fix
New for 2019, this Group 1,2,3 isofix car seat 
designed to keep your little one secure from 
approx 9 months to 12 years. The perfect 
blend of beautiful design and longevity.
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#LovinglyEngineered

orcas NXT fix
We all know that little ones grow in the blink of an eye. 
As a Group 1, 2, 3 isofix car seat Orcas is designed 
to be a constant companion for every adventure. 
Securely cocooning your little one from 9kg – 36kg 
(approx. 9 months up to 12 years of age), Orcas is the 
perfect blend of beautiful design and longevity.

A 5-point harness with simple one-pull adjustment keeps your precious cargo 
secure and safe. Following our nesting principle, the Orcas infant liner creates 
the perfect fit for baby’s early adventures. Then as your little one grows up to 
18 kg, Orcas converts into a Group 2/3 high back booster seat with 7-position 
headrest that is easily adjusted to create the perfect comfortable and 
protective environment. 

Equipped with adjustable rigid isofix connectors and top tether, Orcas can 
conveniently and securely connect to your vehicle isofix points, enhancing safety 
and stability. Alternatively, it can simply be installed using the vehicles seat belts. 

The Superior Side Impact Protection is engineered and tested to the highest 
standards, for all-round protection day in, day out.

Orcas features 4 recline positions, for optimum comfort and support. Memory foam 
cushions are also contoured to keep tiny travelers’ content, with padding in all the 
right places. Due to the wide-ranging age span, the covering fabrics have been 
lovingly engineered with durable fabric and geometric graphic print, designed 
to take pride of place in any vehicle. 

As the perfect combination of style, safety, and snug, choose Orcas for your 
ever-changing journey.

 Grows with 
 your little one  
As your little one grows, Orcas converts from a Group 1 into a 
Group 2/3 high back booster seat with 7-position headrest that is 
easily adjustable to create the perfect comfortable and protective 
environment.Designed around the Diono 

nesting principle, the Orcas 
infant liner creates the 
perfect fit for baby’s 
early adventures



Here’s the stats:
 
Forward-facing 9 - 36 kg

Group 1  9 kg to 18 kg 
Approx 9 mnts - 4 yrs

Group 2 15 kg to 25 kg 
Approx 3-7 yrs

Group 3 22 kg to 36 kg  
Approx 5-12 yrs

Open: 
Height 60 cm 
Width 44 cm 
Depth 50 cm
 
Net weight 11.2 kg

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

Safe and snug 
A 5-point harness with simple one-
pull adjustment keeps your precious 
cargo secure and safe. Following our 
nesting principle, the Orcas infant 
liner creates the perfect fit for baby’s 
early adventures. Then as your little 
one grows up to 18 kg, simply remove 
the liner, while still using the 5-point 
safety harness until it is safe to move 
to the vehicle seat belt
 
Considered comfort
Orcas features 4 recline positions, 
for optimum comfort and support at 
every age. Memory foam cushions 
are also contoured to keep tiny 
travelers’ content, with padding in all 
the right places.

Universal connection 
Equipped with adjustable isofix 
connectors and top tether. Orcas
can securely connect to your vehicle 
isofix points, enhancing safety and 
stability. Alternatively, it can be simply 
installed using the vehicles seat belts.

Durable fabrics
We know that all the best adventures 
get messy, that’s why we selected 
fabrics for extra durability and 
machine washable covers, so you 
can simply remove, wash and refit.

Perfect protection
Superior side impact protection 
and 7 position extending headrest, 
engineered and tested to the highest 
standards to support your little one 
from 9kg – 36kg approx. 9 months 
up to 12 years of age. 
 

#LovinglyEngineered

01. Group 1

from 9 kg to 18 kg.  
Approx. 9 mnts - 4 yrs

02. Group 2

from 15 kg to 25kg.  
Approx. 3-7 yrs

03. Group 3

from 22 kg to 36 kg.  
Approx. 5-12 yrs.
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Red

#MadeOfSeattle

Colors that speak 
all languages...

Plum

Blue Black



Booster 
Seats
 Before you know it, they’re beginning 
to grow up fast. When the time is right, 
a booster seat offers the next stage 
in in-car safety for your family’s journey.

Booster seats

92 Meet the family

94 It’s good to know

98 Find your perfect booster

100 monterey 2 CXT

106 monterey XT

112 everett NXT

118 cambria 2

90
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meet the
growing 
family...

Back in 2008, Diono launched America’s 
original expanding booster seat. We’ve 
come a long way since that first pioneering 
invention but our journey continues.

 
   

Booster Seats

monterey 2 CXT

monterey XT  

everett NXT 

Cambria 2 
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It’s good 
to know…

Our range of booster seats offer 
the perfect travel companion 
for every family. 
 
Whether that’s making room on the 
back seat for your growing family, 
or finding a booster that will stand 
the test of time. Whatever your 
needs, we’ve got the right fit.

Turn over to see
six amazing ways
diono protects
your children.  

Booster Seats

Designed and developed with the same principles as Diono car seats, 
these boosters deliver unmatched protection and optimum safety to 
give parents peace of mind.  Thoughtfully engineered, designed to 
grow and built to last. Mile after mile, journey after journey. 
We’ve thought of everything so you don’t have to.
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Reinforced 
head 
support 

Protecting children’s head is a key safety requirement. The further the 
child’s head travels in the case of a collision, the greater the risk of serious 
injury. With head supports built in, our high back boosters are designed to 
deliver head containment and minimize side movement of the head. 
 
As your child grows, the height of the head support can be adjusted to 
the optimum level, ensuring that their head is protected throughout the 
life of the booster. The headrest is also perfect for supporting sleeping 
children in comfort. 

Safety from 
all angles 
with SIP

Although side impact collisions account for less than a quarter of collisions in 
the US, they result in higher injury rates. That’s why we design our high back 
boosters with this in mind and build in side impact protection for additional 
child protection.

Passenger 
comfort 
as standard

Love and care also come built in as standard. Ergonomically 
designed with contoured shapes and layers of thick foam and 
deep cushioning, these booster seats ensure your child’s comfort 
on every journey, short or long.

It’s all 
about the
detail

Why see the world in black and white when you can see it in color?  
Available in a choice of fun colors, so why not let kids choose their 
own? These seats don’t just look great, they are practical too. With 
covers made from technical performance fabrics that stand up to 
the most rigorous of testing to look great mile after mile. 
We’ve even included a cup holder for on-board refreshments. 

Booster Seats

Up to 8 
years of 
service

One thing all parents know, kids will keep on growing! We have designed 
and developed some of the largest seat capacities and the tallest back 
rests available to ensure that Diono booster seats provide  plenty of growing 
space. Plus, all of our high back boosters have extensive height adjustability 
to offer up to 8 years of service, so you can rest assured they will be with 
you for the long haul.

Always
safety 
first

Designed and built without compromise, safety is always our primary 
concern. To guarantee your piece of mind, all of our booster seats 
are rigorously tested, and we go above and beyond the regulatory 
requirements. With all of the quality standards you would expect from 
one of America’s leading booster brands, these seats are hand built 
from high performance, durable materials to be with your family mile 
after mile. 



Booster seat range 8 
Year Life

Roomy seat 
dimensions

Superior Side 
Impact 

Protection (SIP)

Multi-position 
ergonomic 

head support

Space 
saving

Expandable 
side wings

Rigid isofix
connectors

Isofix 
connectors & 
front adjusters

AirTek™ 
energy 

absorbing foam

Memory 
foam 

comfort

Padded 
armrests

Injection 
molded 

base

Retractable 
cup holders Lightweight Flat pack 

for travel
Intuitive belt 

guides

Weight of child 15 kg        36 kg

monterey 2 CXT
The original
adjustable booster. Expandable high back booster from 18 kg to 54 kg

monterey XT
Grow on the go.
Welcome to the
world of flexibility.

Expandable high back booster from 18 kg to 54 kg

everett NXT fix
Designed to grow 
and built to last. High back booster from 18 kg to 54 kg

cambria 2
One of the largest 
capacities available. High back booster from 18 kg to 54 kg

Find the perfect 
booster seat for you... 

Choose from our range 
of booster seats. Find your 
perfect match with Diono.

 

Booster Seats
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monterey 2 CXT
Back in 2008, the original American adjustable 
booster seat was created right here at Diono. 
Fast forward to today to see the new and improved 
Monterey is still going strong - and it’s as popular 
as ever with parents. Welcome to a world of  
flexibility with Monterey 2 CXT.

 A simple-to-use dial adjusts the expandable sides 
 to increase the width up to 50.8 cm. 

 The one handed headrest adjuster has 11 positions 
 to adjust the headrest up to 16.5 cm in height.

With Monterey 2 we have expertly engineered a product that is  
intuitively simple to use while still providing all of the safety and 
durability needed to protect your child. 

Monterey 2 CXT is a comfortable and robust high-back booster with 
11-position headrest designed to fit a growing child from 15 - 36 kg 
(approx. 4 – 12 years). Deep, reinforced side wings, lined with energy 
absorbing EPS foam, provides enhanced safety as your child grows. 

The simple, easy to use dial on the back of the booster adjusts the 
width of the seatback, expanding to fit a child’s shoulders up to 
50.8 cm wide. As your little one grows, the headrest can also be 
adjusted with one hand for a super easy, snug and safe fit. For 
ultimate child comfort, we’ve increased the seat depth for better 
leg support and angled to prevent children slipping. Memory foam 
cushions are contoured to keep tiny travellers’ content, with 
padding in all the right places.

Equipped with simple isofix connectors and front adjusters, 
Monterey 2 CXT can securely connect to your vehicle in seconds, 
enhancing safety and stability as well as allowing parents to switch 
between vehicles with ease. 

Clever design thinking and award-winning safety features make the 
Diono difference. That’s why the Monterey 2 CXT includes our superior 
side impact protection with aluminum reinforced head support and 
all-round energy absorbing EPS foam. The fully injection molded seat 
base gives added strength and durability to the seat, so Monterey 2 
is built for every journey, without shortcuts. 

A robust
seat with 
added
strength and 
durability. 
Built for every 
journey 
without 
shortcuts 
 

#Comfortable&Robust
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Travel your way 
from 15 - 36 kg...

#LovinglyEngineered

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

11 position
adjustable 
headrest 
 
The headrest provides protective 
head support for your child throughout 
the products life. Easily adjusted with 
a  imple, one- handed operation. 
11 positions create 16.5 cm 
of adjustment. 

Here’s the stats:
 
Booster mode 15 - 36 kg 
Overall maximum 
height up to  160 cm 
 
Open: 
Height 80 cm 
Width 49 cm 
Depth 41 cm
 
Net weight 7.1 kg

Ready to grow with 
your little one 

Fully extended headrest
and sidewalls Expanding 

side walls 
 

A simple one-handed dial 
expands the side walls by up to 

 50.8 cm to accommodate 
a child’s shoulders. 
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Plum

Gray DarkYellow Sulphur Black

Gray Oyster Red Blue

#MadeOfSeattle

Colors that speak 
all languages...

Keep an eye on them from any 
angle with the Easy View Mirror 
To find out more about this and 

other great little ideas see:

page 132
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monterey XT fix
Grow on the go with Monterey XT Group 2/3 high 
back booster seat, suitable from 15 - 36kg approx. 
4 – 12 years.  Why settle for a stubborn, rigid and 
clunky car seat when you can switch things up 
in seconds? Welcome a world of flexibility with 
Monterey XT. 
 
We all know that children grow at different rates, and not one size 
fits all. As one of the most flexible car seats you’ll find, Monterey XT 
is lightweight, super portable and with adjustable headrest and 
expandable sides, ensures a proper fit for your little one at every age. 

Featuring 11 headrest positions and 2 recline positions, Monterey XT 
can adapt quickly to growing children, with plenty of room for shoulders 
hips and legs. A simple-to-use dial on the back adjusts the width of the 
seat to fit a child’s shoulders up to 50.8cm wide, while the headrest adjusts 
up to 16.5 cm height with one hand for an easy precise fit. 

Clever design thinking and award-winning safety features make the 
Diono difference. That’s why the Monterey XT includes our superior side 
impact protection with aluminum reinforced head support and energy 
absorbing EPS foam, to accommodate growth spurts without sacrificing 
protection.

Equipped with simple isofix connectors and front adjusters, Monterey XT 
can securely connect to your vehicle in seconds, enhancing safety and 
stability as well as allowing parents to switch between vehicles with ease. 

Lovingly engineered for every journey with two retractable cup holders 
to keep drinks or snacks upright and within reach, so both children and 
parents can sit back and relax. 

#GrowOnTheGo

Designed with ultimate
flexibility in mind,
lightweight and
convenient 
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Travel your way 
from 15 - 36 kg...

#LovinglyEngineered

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

11 position
adjustable 
headrest 
 
The headrest provides protective 
head support for your child throughout 
the products life. Easily adjusted with 
a  imple, one- handed operation. 
11 positions create 16.5 cm 
of adjustment. 

Here’s the stats:
 
Booster mode 15 - 36 kg 
Overall maximum 
height up to  160 cm 
 
Open: 
Height 66 cm 
Width 50.8 cm 
Depth 40.6 cm
 
Net weight 6.3 kg

Ready to grow with 
your little one 

Fully extended headrest
and sidewalls

Expanding 
side walls 

 
A simple one-handed dial 

expands the side walls by up to 
50.8 cm to accommodate 

a child’s shoulders. 
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Gray DarkYellow Sulphur Black

Gray Oyster Red Blue

Plum

#MadeOfSeattle

Colors that speak 
all languages...

monterey 4DXT 
Contoured to fit, and shaped 
in harmony with your child, 

 

#MadeOfSeattle

THE ORIGINAL 
EXPANDING 

BOOSTER HAS
EVOLVED...

COMING SOON
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#ComfortInTheConstant

everett NXT
Designed to grow and built to last, when 
it comes to your next adventure, Everett 
NXT is always ready. Its advanced flip and 
store isofix connectors makes installation 
really simple. Compact and lightweight at 
only 4 kg, it’s super portable too. 

Lovingly engineered to accommodate children as they develop, 
this booster provides uncompromising safety, comfort and support. 

Suitable for children from 15 - 36 kg (or approx 4 to 12 years) Everett NXT Fix 
will provide years of reliable service. Cleverly designed with a tapered seat 
base to create a compact outer seat dimension without compromising the 
roomy internal seat capacity.  
 
Built around safety performance, the 7-position headrest adjusts 
to provide protective head support for your child throughout the life 
of the Everett NXT. Plus deep walls offer enhanced side impact protection.  
 
As a truly adaptable car seat, Everett NXT offers 
you the choice of two installation options. 

 The Rigid isofix system offers a simple way to anchor 
 the seat to the integrated isofix connectors in your vehicle 
 

 Alternatively, install the Everett using your vehicle 
 seat belts and using our intuitive seat belt guides. 

Ergonomic support cushions covered with extra padding have been 
contoured around the shape of your child. We’ve even included 
padded armrests for extra snugness. 

The stylish covers have been lovingly engineered in soft but hard-wearing 
textiles. All the best adventures get messy, that’s why Everett NXT fabrics are 
machine washable, so you can simply remove the cover, wash and refit 
with a single zip. 

 

 

Weighing only 4 kg 
Everett NXT is super 
light and allows you to 
move the seat between 
vehicles with ease 
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Travel your way 
from 15 - 36 kg...

#LovinglyEngineered

Ready to grow with 
your little one 

Fully extended headrest

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

7 position
adjustable 
headrest 
 Suitable from 4 - 12 years (approx) the 7 position 
adjustable headrest can be altered using the 
handle on the back of the seat. Ergonomically 
designed, the headrest also includes extra 
padding and side impact protection, so as 
your little one grows they will always be 
comfortable and secure.

Flip and 
store isofix

connectors 
 

Everett has a variety of installation options 
and can be used with or without the 
integrated isofix connectors. Parents 

can use the vehicle seat belt following 
our intuitive seat belt guides or alternatively 

install the seat using the integrated isofix 
connectors that anchor the seat to the car.

Tapered seat base to 
create a compact outer 

seat dimension 

Here’s the stats:
 
Booster mode 15 - 36 kg 
Overall maximum 
height up to  160 cm 
 
Open: 
Height 72 cm 
Width 46 cm 
Depth 41 cm
 
Net weight 4 kg
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Red

#MadeOfSeattle

Colors that speak 
all languages...

Plum

Blue Black
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cambria 2
With one of the largest seat capacities 
available, Cambria 2 provides plenty 
of room to grow without compromising 
on safety or comfort. 

Kids grow up way too fast. Before you know it they’re ready 
to move to a booster. In Cambria 2, we have lovingly engineered 
a super spacious booster. Simple and practical, with room to grow.

Accommodating children from 15 - 36 kg, Cambria 2  is one of the 
roomiest boosters available. With a 6 position head support, and 
a spacious design it has plenty of room for your child’s shoulders, 
hips and legs. Passenger comfort is provided by the thick foam, 
extra padding and tapered sides plus the ergonomically contoured 
seat prevents slipping and has extra length for better leg support. 

Super portable with the ability to flat pack for storage and travel, 
Cambria 2 is ready to take with you on every new adventure. 
The bright and bold colorways allow your little one to arrive in style, 
and the removable covers wipe clean. We’ve even included two 
cup holders for those all important on board refreshments. 

Integrated isofix connectors and front adjusters allow for a secure 
and simple installation. 

 

Black

Blue

Pink

#MadeOfSeattle

We’ve
thought
of every- 
thing...

Here’s the stats:
 
Booster mode 15 - 36 kg 
Overall maximum 
height up to  160 cm 
 
Open: 
Height 72.5 cm 
Width 49 cm 
Depth 140 cm
 
Net weight 5.49 kg
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Live your life 
in stunning 
color...

orcas NXT

monterey 2 XCT

monterey XT fix

everett NXT

Life with your little one is never dull so why would your car seat be? Don’t 
settle for mediocre fabrics and lackluster finishes, with the Diono car seat 
range designed to look awesome in any vehicle. Available in hand selected 
fabrics inspired by the best European fashions and finished with modern, 
soft and versatile covers for a comfortable ride every day.

Car Seats Group 0+/1/2/3 
& Booster Seats

radian 5
 
 

cambria 2
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life, these uber-practical accessories and 
clever ideas are real everyday heroes. 
Versatile and coordinated, durable and 
smart, we only need to ask, “where to next?”
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Black MidnightBlue TurquoiseYellow Sulphur

Stroller Accessories

Welcome to our 
newborn pod
When exploring your new world together you need to know your 
little one will be super cozy. Whatever the weather, our newborn 
pod will keep your little one safe and snug in a breathable cocoon. 

Finished in practical, water resistant fabrics and lined with 100% 
natural bamboo wicking fabric to regulate the climate inside, 
the Newborn Pod makes the perfect accessory for those first 
walks in the park.

The simple adjustments help you adapt to your changing 
environment in seconds. Be it the removable front apron with 
double ended zip, structured head support and buckle pads, 
or the super simple magnet feature that holds the apron in 
place when at full height or folded down, we have you covered. 

Fits most 
strollers

 
 
Super plush 
padding 

100% water 
resistant 
fabric
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Blue Turquoise Cool MeshYellow SulphurGray LightGray Dark

 
Extra little luxuries

Changing Bag Classic
The ultimate way to transport 
your everyday essentials

Transport your essentials with our 
classic changing bag, finished with 
premium fabric for discrete luxury 
on the go. Designed with separate 
compartments for all your daily 
needs, including insulated pockets, 
changing mat, bottle holder and 
wet and dry bag.

Changing Bag
Lightweight and life ready

Transport your essentials with 
our practical and lightweight 
changing bag. Designed with 
separate compartments for all 
your daily needs, including 
insulated pockets, changing 
mat, bottle holder and wet 
and dry bag.

Sheepskin Liner 
Luxurious and naturally soft

Our snuggly Sheepskin Liner 
fits all of our Diono strollers, 
providing your little one with 
super comfortable seat. 

Stroller Accessories

Ready for 
adventure,
whatever 
the weather
The Diono All Weather Footmuff is the must-have stroller 
accessory, designed with super plush padding to create 
the perfect environment for your little one’s new adventures. 

During the colder months, enjoy the super cozy comfort and 
when summer comes, simply turn our All-Weather Footmuffs 
into a liner for your stroller seat base. Designed with an easy 
access central zip, to help you lift your little one in and out 
with ease, as well as regulating the temperature inside. The 
extra-long front apron comes up high to protect from the 
elements, with an integrated magnetic fold over section 
which can be placed over the bumper bar. 

Black MidnightBlue TurquoiseYellow Sulphur

Fits most 
strollers

 
 
Soft velour 
padding 

100% water 
resistant 
fabric

Reversible Liners
Coordinating with our Diono stroller fabrics, the SS19 Reversible Liners 
provide great multi- seasonal use. For cold days out, the soft plush velour 
fabric comforts and warms baby, and on the reverse, water resistant fabric 
is ready for any unwanted spills. Designed with multi-position harness holes 
that allow you to reposition the liner as your little one grows, protect on the 
go with our new range of reversible liners.



       

It’s the little things in life that make all the difference. 
Choose from our collection of clever “added extras”, 
designed to create that perfect balance of parent 
convenience and child comfort.

Since 1999, we’ve applied clever thinking and attention 
to detail to make the journey easier. We’re inspired by 
the experiences of our own journeys and the learnings 
you’ve shared with us, we are united by our ideas of 
how to make every journey a happy one.  
 
Using everyday practicality to create a little bit of in-car 
luxury. We think of everything, so you don’t have to.
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Buggy Hooks
Universal clip-on stroller hooks 
to hold extra storage on the go

The Diono Buggy Hooks double 
pack provides handy attachment 
points that attach to all strollers for 
extra storage when on the go. 

Stroller Cup Holder
Convenient self-leveling 
cup holder

Clip on stroller cup holder with 
smart design to keep drinks secure, 
sturdy and spill free on the move. 

Buggy Buddy 
Neat and portable 
stroller organizer

The Diono Buggy Buddy keeps 
your essentials organized and 
easily accessible, with zippered 
pockets and insulated liner to 
keep drinks and snacks cool 
on the go.  

Stroller Accessories

Here at Diono, not only do we help you stroll in style, 
our range of neat stroller accessories will have you 
covered for every eventuality…  

Walk
with us

Stroller Cup Holder
Convenient self-leveling 
cup holder

Buggy Bag 
Ultimate, durable carry 
bag for strollers

Ultra-strong and durable carry 
bag designed with rip resistant, 
waterproof fabric and extra-long 
strap to help you carry any stroller 
with ease.
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In the Car Accessories

Having a family is life’s greatest joy, but we know it creates 
wear and tear in your car. Get organized and protect on the 
go with our in-car accessories, all created to make life easier 
while on the move. We’ve thought of everything, so you don’t 
have to… 

Out in 
the car

Now you see me...

Easy View Mirror
Adjustable Seatback Mirror

The original 360 rotating mirror 
with unique pivot mechanism to 
place anywhere at any angle to 
get the best view of baby from the 
front seats, without interfering with 
your rear-view vision.

Easy View Plus Mirror 
Adjustable back seat 
mirror with remote 
controlled LED light

All the features of our original 
360 rotating mirror with added 
remote-controlled LED lights 
built in. So, you can keep an 
eye on baby day or night, without 
taking your mind off the road.

See Me Too Mirror
Adjustable Mirror for 
forward facing car seats

Attaches securely in seconds, 
with 6-way adjustment for the 
perfect viewing angle when 
you need to check  on baby 
without compromising 
your vision. 

Easy View Mirror
Adjustable Seatback Mirror

The original 360 rotating mirror 
with unique pivot mechanism to 
place anywhere at any angle to 
get the best view of baby from the 
front seats, without interfering with 
your rear-view vision.

Easy View Mirror
Adjustable Seatback Mirror
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Protect on the go...

Grip It
Eliminates car seat slip 
for a more secure feel

With its super gripping surface from 
the top of your vehicle seat to the 
very bottom, Diono Grip It provides 
complete protection for your car 
interior while preventing the car seat 
from slipping.

Super Mat
Super protection from 
inevitable wear and tear

A robust double-layer waterproof 
fabric that can be easily cleaned 
on the go, while creating extra grip 
for your car seat. Includes Penta 
lock and Flex lock technology for 
protection you can trust. 

Ultra Mat
Completely protects 
car upholstery against 
scratches and dents

Diono Ultra Mat covers the entire 
vehicle seat to keep car seats 
firmly installed without causing 
harm to the upholstery, 
protecting both baby and car. 

Seatguard Complete
Full coverage protective 
car seat mat

Durable full coverage seat 
protector with molded 
high-density foam provides 
a sturdy surface to prevent 
damage from heavy car seats 
as well as keeping the seat 
firmly installed.

Get organized...

Stow ‘n Go
Seat back organizer keeps 
your essentials neat, tidy 
and easy to find

Diono Stow ‘n Go is the ultimate in car 
organizer, storing all your road trip 
essentials, from their favorite travel toys 
to books, drinks and snacks. 

Stuff ‘n Scuff
Car seat protector that 
doubles up as a handy 
travel organizer

Keep the back of your car seats 
clean and scuff free with Diono 
Stuff ‘n Scuff our practical and 
waterproof car seat protector with 
handy elasticated storage pockets.

Travel Pal
Portable storage to keep 
toys and books organized 
in the car while on the go

The ultimate in-car storage 
solution with space a plenty. 
Designed with insulated pockets 
for drinks, waterproof fabrics and 
built-in belt pack to help avoid 
movement, slips and spills on 
the back seat. 

Pop Up Trash Bin
Portable, collapsible 
storage bin for holding 
extra toys or trash

Compact and flat collapsing 
trash bin to store waste in the 
car or out and about. 
Designed with drawstrings 
to keep items secure and 
featuring water resistant fabric 
to protect from leaks and spills. 
*Bag It Compatible.

Stow ’n Go
Seat back organizer keeps 
your essentials neat, tidy and 
easy to find

Ultra Mat Deluxe
Completely protects car 
upholstery with clever cooling 
sunshade included

Ultra-Mat Deluxe protects your 
vehicle seat while ensuring firm 
and secure installation of  your 
car seat, complete with handy 
front pockets and clever reflective 
sunshade.
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Safe and sound...

Seatbelt Pillow
Easy to attach with super 
soft padding for total 
comfort while sleeping

Designed with micro fleece 
fabric for super soft feel 
helping your little one drift 
off into dreamland in 
total comfort. 

Warm ‘n Go Deluxe
The essential on the 
go bottle warmer

Keep baby calm and happy 
with Diono Warm’ n Go – the 
essential in-car bottle warming 
system for on the go families.
 

In the Car Accessories

Soft Wraps 
Super soft velvet pads to 
prevent seat belt irritation

Say goodbye to strap irritation and 
hello to a happier baby with seat belt 
wraps. Super soft black velvet reverses 
to gray with padding inside for extra 
comfort. Sized to fit all carriers, car 
seats and strollers. 

Sit Rite
Levels rear-facing child safety 
seats and positions infants 
at the proper angle

Diono Sit Rite cleverly helps to position 
a rear-facing car seat at the proper 
angle, to give parents peace of 
mind that their little one is traveling 
in the safest way. 

Soft Wraps 
Super soft velvet pads to 
prevent seat belt irritation

Sure Fit
Seat Belt Positioner

Ensures the correct positioning of 
the vehicle lap belt, attaching to 
the shoulder in seconds for the 
ultimate in car safety and comfort 
for your child. 

 

SIZE: 25.5x12x27.5cm
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CarEssentialsPack_11102016.pdf   1   11/21/16   9:46 AM

Car Essentials Pack
Includes Grip It, Easy View,  
Sun Stop and Sun stoppers

Combining four of our most loved 
on the go essentials Grip It, Easy 
View Mirror, Sun Stop and Sun 
Stoppers into one brilliant pack.
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Universal Accessories

Diono universal accessories collection provides clever little 
solutions for every adventure. Whether its protection on the 
go or helping to comfort your little one to sleep, our universal 
accessories make the perfect travel companion. 

Clever 
little 
solutions

Considered comfort...

       

Everyday essentials...

Ultra Dry Seat 
100% Waterproof Cushion 
keeping both car seats and 
strollers dry and protected

The Diono Ultra Dry Seat will 
become your new best friend, 
keeping your stroller dry at all 
times. With 100% waterproof 
construction, raised back and 
sides as well as buckle strap guard 
to ensure spills and accidents are 
contained. 

Sure Steps
Comfortable security harness 
allows toddler to freely 
explore while remaining 
close by

Ultra-secure back fastener and a 
wrist loop for your control, the 4 
feet strap allows your toddler to 
roam freely while keeping them 
steady, safe and close by. 

Bag It
Perfectly compact and easy 
to attach bag dispensers

Diono Bag It dispensers contain 12 
high density trash bags, perfectly 
compact and easy to attach so 
you can combat any unexpected 
diaper changes and sticky mess 
on the go. Designed with extra-large 
capacity and a light scent to mask 
any nasty smells.

Change n Go
Baby changing mat 
with storage

The Diono Change n Go is all you 
need for a quick and easy diaper 
change. Versatile, compact and 
convenient with a cushioned fold 
away changing mat and variety of 
pockets for valuables and wipes. 

Newborn Essentials Pack
Combining our great 
everyday essentials in 
one brilliant pack

Combining the Diono Easy View 
Mirror, Cuddle Soft and Change n 
Go we’ve bought together three 
of our much loved “on the go” 
everyday essentials in one 
brilliant pack.

Cuddle Soft
(Available in Gray and Ivory)
Comforting support for 
newborn babies

The Diono cuddle soft has a clever 
and considered nested design, with 
ultra-soft velvet touch fabric, providing 
warmth and all-round body support for 
infants from birth through to 6.8kg  

Cuddle Soft
(Available in Gray and Ivory)
Comforting support for 
newborn babies
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Sunshine Accessories

When the sun shines, there’s no better time to be out 
and about. At Diono we want every family to enjoy 
new adventures in the sunshine with products designed 
to protect from harmful rays while keeping your precious 
cargo cool, calm and comfortable. So, don’t let the sun 
keep you indoors with our range of sunshine ready accessories… 

Hello 
Sunshine Road trip ready...

Sun Stoppers – 2 Pack
Protects rear and front facing 
children from sun and glare

The Diono Sun Stoppers double 
pack are simple and easy to use, 
providing multi window protection 
for baby from direct sunlight and 
reflected glare. 

Heatblock Sun Shade
Roller window shade with 
heatblock reflective fabric

Roller window shade with unique 
heatblock solar fabric provides up 
to UPF 50+ protection so your little 
one can travel cool, calm and 
comfortable. 

Cool Shade - 2 Pack
Car window cling shade protects 
from UVA/UVB rays and suns glare

Keep your little ones cool and glare 
free on the go with Diono Cool shade 
double pack. The cling design is super 
simple to fit with smooth roll 
on application. 

Starry Night Sun Shade
Roller window shade with 
glow in the dark stars

Easily fitting to all vehicle windows, 
the Starry Night Sun Shade provides 
all the UV protection of our original 
Sun Stopper but with added glow in 
the dark starry night design. 

Sunshine Accessories

Sun Stop 
Protect baby from rear 
window sun and glare

Diono Sun Stop has a quick pop 
open design with large solar mesh 
fabric, to protect your child from 
the suns heat and rays keeping the 
back seat cool and comfortable.

Considered comfort...

Sun & Insect Net 
Helps protect your baby from 
insects and blocks UV rays

The Diono Sun & Insect Net fits on 
most strollers and infant car seats. 
Designed with Heatblock silver 
fabric running down the middle 
reflecting heat and UV rays as well 
as protecting against surrounding 
insects and bugs.

Shade Maker Canopy
Universal stroller sun shade

The Diono Shade Maker features 
an extending canopy design with 
adjustable UPF 50+ protection 
that fits universally to any stroller, 
perfect for sunny days out. 

Seat Shade
Shade for use with infant car seat, 
high back booster and stroller

Fits to your car seat, booster and stroller 
in seconds. The Diono seat shade 
features dual fabric construction to 
block the sun’s rays and glare, without 
compromising your little one’s view.
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Radian Accessories

Our Radian and Rainier Car Seats are loved by parents 
across America. Over the years we’ve developed a range 
of accessories designed to make the perfect travel 
companions to your trusty car seat. 

Radian

The perfect family...

Radian 5 Travel Bag
Car Seat travel bag for 
all Diono convertibles

Cleverly designed to transport 
Diono convertible car seats on 
your travels with ease. Durable 
weather resistant materials are 
combined with padded straps for 
a seamless journey, every day. 

Summer Cover
Keep baby cool and comfortable 
in warm summer months

Diono Summer Covers are designed to 
seamlessly fit your Radian and Rainier. 
Light towelling cotton blend fabric 
provides high absorbency and great 
breathability, keeping moisture away 
from baby and helping to keep the 
seat surface cool when they need it.

Summer Cover
Keep baby cool and comfortable 
in warm summer months

Everyday essentials...

Angle Adjuster 
Car seat angle adjuster

The Diono Angle Adjuster has been 
designed to maximize the use of 
the all in one convertible car seat 
without sacrificing your little one’s 
safety. It simply maneuvers our 
rear-facing convertibles to sit more 
upright providing more space in 
the front passenger seat too.

Radian Cup Holder
Accommodates all their 
home comforts on the move

Designed specifically for Diono 
car seats, the Diono cup holder      
conveniently fits their road trip 
essentials with simple click and 
twist installation and deep sides 
to keep cups, drinks, snacks and 
toys safely in place.



Born out of a simple passion: to create 
thoughtful products, dedicated to you 
and your baby’s well-being, comfort, 

& opportunity to bond. 

We believe in individuality, in creating 
choice, in supporting you to 

wear it your way.

wemademe.com

#Wearyourway

The Collection: 
 
Flow* 
Our life-active wrap – 
an ultra soft, supportive, 
stretchy baby wrap. 
 
Smile 
Our everyday sling – 
an ultra- lightweight, and 
versatile, 5-in-1 baby sling. 
 
Imagine 
Our 3-in-1 carrier – 
an ergonomically advanced, 
soft-structured, carrier. 
 
Venture 
Our Meh Dais inspired front & 
back worn baby carrier. 

Venture+ 
Our front & back worn 
(2-in-1) toddler carrier.

 
Welcomes WeMadeMe 

to the family.

*Flow - 0-24m | 8–35lbs | 3.6–15.9kg (Image shown)
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Share the journey - 

flow
woodland by

coming 
soon

Also available Wildflower



Get in touch

For EMEA sales, please contact
dionouk@diono.com 

or call us on +44 (0) 1827 310557 

 

#MadeOfSeattle


